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Before Mr. Peanut died, he really lived.

On Wednesday, Planters killed off its longtime spokesnut in a slick
commercial. On a road trip with Wesley Snipes and Matt Walsh of “Veep,” Mr.
Peanut’s vehicle careened off a cliff, and as the trio clung to life on a

perilously cracking branch, Mr. Peanut tipped his hat and let go. Then he
exploded in flames.

“It is with heavy hearts that we confirm that Mr. Peanut has died at 104,” the
brand’s Twitter account confirmed. A funeral is expected to be broadcast
during a Superbowl commercial.

It was an effective piece of marketing, but the antics were no stranger than
the time Mr. Peanut shared a tender moment with a topless woman in a
bathtub, nearly fell off a ferry into Lake Ontario, and ran for mayor of
Vancouver.

Those extracurriculars happened in the 1970s, although none were
sanctioned by Planters head office. They were all acts of performance art,
dreamed up by conceptual artist Vincent Trasov for his Mr. Peanut, who is a

“distant relative” of the corporate legume. Trasov, who was born in
Edmonton, spent many years in Vancouver, where his character became a
part of the arts scene.

The late Mr. Peanut had a bigger mouth and was known to be salty, thanks to a
proprietary blend of spices. Trasov’s Mr. Peanut has more subdued features,
and is more on the saucy side. For Trasov, it was about playing with identity
and persona, and bringing art and absurdity into everyday life.

He has never heard from the Planters people, unless you count the time he
visited the Toronto factory in costume in 1972: “They wouldn’t let us in the
door,” he says from his home in a village near Berlin.

On Thursday, the artist, now 72, awoke to a flurry of condolence emails. He
greeted the news with some skepticism. He does not think the other Mr.
Peanut is truly dead. “I daresay they’ll come up with something new for Mr.
Peanut.”
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His Mr. Peanut is still alive, although he hasn’t been spotted walking elegantly
about town since the 1970s. He lives on in Trasov’s pen and wash drawings,
where the peanut is hard at work in an office landscape from “Death of a
Salesman”; dead in a bathtub as French Revolution martyr Jean-Paul Marat;
and staring contemplatively at the water along the Seine on a Sunday
afternoon.

“I haven’t given up on my Mr. Peanut,” he says, adding that he is trying to get a
commission for a bronze peanut column in Vancouver.

As a boy, Trasov had a Mr. Peanut colouring book. He always enjoyed the scale
of the figure, the gangly legs and bulbous frame. When he began his artistic
career in 1969, he was looking for an identity and “flashed on Mr. Peanut.” At
first, he thought it would be interesting to animate the jaunty peanut, but
drawing him frame by frame proved a big undertaking.

He decided to animate him with a costume. He made a papier mâché shell in
1971, and paired it with black tights, white gloves, a top hat, monocle, cane,
and unending silence. As Mr. Peanut, he and his friends eventually visited New
York, L.A., Halifax and other cities in a bid to surprise people with this
unexpected bit of art. People always wanted photos or a handshake. Only one
baby cried.

During a visit to Toronto he nearly fell through a gap between the ferry and
the wharf at Ward’s Island. “Your vision is very limited in the costume,” he
explains. A friend saved him. Friends were very important. They spoke for
him, while he silently observed.

His most famous performance was the 1974 Vancouver mayoral race. His
friend, the sculptor John Mitchell, encouraged him to enter the race in full

ADVERTISEMENTregalia as a stand-in for the aspirations of the city’s art community. Mitchell
was the campaign manager and spokesperson.

Never miss the latest news from the Star, including up-to-date coronavirus coverage, with
our email newsletters.

During the election, their campaign literature noted that Mr. Peanut was
unavailable for comment before, during and after the election, but heralded
him as “a powerful weapon aimed at the bureaucratic formality of the real
world.” At an all-candidates meeting, he performed a 20-second tap routine.

Reporter Judith Timson noted the “sweet smell” of marijuana at a fundraiser,
where Mr. Peanut emerged with chorus girls to the glorious strains of
“Chattanooga Choo-Choo.”

Incumbent Mayor Art Phillips won. Mr. Peanut received 2,685 votes.

He retired the costume after the 1974 election. It no longer fits, but it was on
display at a Berlin gallery last year. The shell resides at the Morris and Helen
Belkin Art Gallery in Vancouver. When the Star contacted the gallery this
Wednesday, there was a worrying pause. “What do you mean Mr. Peanut was
killed off?” the registrar said. The Star regrets the error. Your Mr. Peanut is
still alive.

Katie Daubs is a reporter and feature writer based in Toronto. Follow her on Twitter: @kdaubs
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Frau mit 
blauer Jacke 
war’s

I
ch stehe in einem fremden 
Supermarkt und finde alles 
unlogisch. Zum Beispiel 
finde ich den Ketchup we-

der bei den Saucen noch Reis-
nudeln beim Reis oder bei 
den Nudeln. Ich sehe mich 
nach jemandem um, den 
ich fragen könnte, und pa-
cke derweil Schokolade in 
meinen Einkaufskorb – wo 
ich schon mal hier bin. Neben 
mir steht eine Frau, die sich 
auch für Schokolade inter-
essiert. Sie liest die Zutaten-
liste, und ich überlege, ob sie 
weiß, wo der Ketchup steht, 
entscheide mich aber dage-
gen. Sie sieht eher nach To-
fuortung aus. Ein Mitarbeiter 
kommt auf uns zu und ruft: 
„Entschuldigung, aber Sie 
wurden gesehen, wie Sie den 
Kakao getrunken haben und 
ihn wieder ins Regal stellten.“

Die Frau guckt ihn an und 
dann mich. Ich glaube, uns 
ist beiden nicht klar, wen er 
meint. Ich sage: „Ich hasse Ka-
kao.“

„Reden Sie mit mir?“, fragt 
sie. „Genau mit Ihnen“, sagt 
der Mitarbeiter und zeigt 
mit dem Finger auf die Frau. 
„Eine Frau mit blauer Jacke 
und schwarzer Hose, wurde 
gesagt.“ Ich gucke an mir he-
runter. Blaue Jacke, schwarze 
Strumpfhose. Die Frau trägt 
einen blauen Poncho und 
eine schwarze Hose. „Sie wur-
den gesehen“, sagt der Mitar-
beiter bestimmt. „Bitte kom-
men Sie mit.“

„Hallo?“, ruft die Frau, „ich 
war noch nicht mal in der 
Nähe des Kakaos. Wo steht 
der überhaupt?“ Der Mitar-
beiter guckt mich an und ich 
sage: „Ich trinke nie Kakao.“

„Folgen Sie mir bitte. Sie 
müssen den Kakao bezah-
len.“ Die Frau lacht einfach 
bloß und geht um die Ecke. 
Der Mann folgt ihr. „Wo soll 
der denn bitte stehen, der Ka-
kao?“, höre ich noch.

Besser ich gehe, denke ich. 
Bei meinem Glück muss ich 
sonst am Ende noch den Ka-
kao bezahlen. An der Kasse 
vor mir steht eine alte Frau. 
Sie kaut hinter ihrer Maske. 
Auf einmal ruft sie ganz laut: 
„Der da mit der grünen Ja-
cke hat ein Brötchen ange-
bissen.“ Plötzlich ist mir al-
les klar.  Isobel Markus

Dass Bäume miteinander 
kommunizieren können, ist 
einer größeren Öffentlich-
keit durch das Buch „Das 
geheime Leben der Bäume“ 
des Försters Peter Wohl-
leben bekannt. Demnach 
können sie sich mittels 
elektrischer Signale über 
ein Netzwerk aus Pilzen 
und Wurzeln unter der Erde 
untereinander austauschen. 
Zum ostasiatischen Winter-
anfang spinnt der Künstler 
und Theoretiker Zheng 
Bo, Artist in Residence im 
Gropius-Bau, das weiter: 
Unter dem Titel „Botanical 
Comrades“ spekuliert er 
mit Biolog*innen darüber, 
inwiefern wir Pflanzen als 
politische Akteurinnen 
begreifen können. Ab 13 Uhr 
im Livestream unter: 
 vimeo.com/468888598

I
m Jahr 2020 folgen Abertausende von 
Menschen mit religiöser Inbrunst ei-
ner mysteriösen, anonymen Entität 
namens QAnon, die im Internet in 
kryptischen Botschaften „alternative 
Fakten“ verbreiten und politisch po-

larisiert. Der geschundenen Seele tut es 
in solchen Zeiten gut, sich auf lichtere 
Epochen zu besinnen, in denen myste-
riöse und anonyme Entitäten noch per 
Post die Welt lediglich davon zu überzeu-
gen versuchten, dass sie eine Erdnuss re-
spektive eine Banane seien. Zwei Ausstel-
lungen in Berlin, die die Kreuzberger Ga-
lerie ChertLüdde zeigt, bieten dazu jetzt 
Gelegenheit.

Der kanadische Künstler Vincent Tra-
sov erinnert in seiner Ausstellung „My 
Fifty Years In A Nutshell“, die in den Räu-
men der Galerie zu sehen ist, an seine 
Verwandlung in eine Erdnuss vor einem 
halben Jahrhundert. Seit 1970 führt der 
inzwischen 73-Jährige ein Doppelleben 
unter dem Namen „Mr. Peanut“. Dieser 
Herr Erdnuss ist eigentlich die Werbe-
figur eines amerikanischen Lebensmit-
telkonzerns, die, angetan mit Zylinder, 
Monokel, weißen Handschuhen und 
Spazierstock, Nussmischungen verkau-
fen soll. In der Kreuzberger Ausstellung 
sind Zeichnungen zu sehen, die Mr. Pea-
nut unter anderem im Stil von Pablo Pi-
casso und Frida Kahlo zeigen.

In Nordamerika ist die anthropomor-
phe Hülsenfrucht eine der bekanntesten 
Markenzeichen überhaupt und eignete 
sich darum als Maske für post-dadais-
tische Kunstaktionen mit hohem Auf-
merksamkeitswert. Deren Höhepunkt 
war erreicht, als Trasov 1974 im Papp-
maschee-Kostüm als „Mr. Peanut“ in Van-
couver als Bürgermeister kandidierte – 
und immerhin 2.685 Stimmen erhielt.

Das künstlerische Spiel mit Institutio-
nen und Pseudoentitäten gehört zu wich-
tigsten Themen der Mail Art, einer Kunst-
form, bei der sich Künstler ihre Werke per 
Post zuschicken. Trasov war als Teil des 
Künstlerduos Image Bank – die im ver-
gangenen Jahr in den Kunstwerken eine 
eigene Ausstellungen hatten – ein regel-
mäßiger Teilnehmer dieser Szene, die 
unter Umgehung der Kunstinstitutionen 
ihre Werke direkt und persönlich mitei-
nander teilte. Und im Netzwerk der Post 
trieben neben Mr. Peanut noch eine gan-
zen Reihe anderer pseudonymen Kunst-
kreaturen ihr Unwesen.

Losgelöst von der Person und dem 
Leib ihrer SchöpferInnen konnte man 
sich im vergleichsweise anonymen Post-
austausch als fiktive Institution darstel-
len oder imaginäre Identitäten anneh-
men – lange bevor im Internet Spammer 
sich als afrikanische Millionenerben auf 
der Suche nach einem Investitionspart-
ner auszugeben begannen. In der Netz-
kultur ist das Spiel mit selbst gestalteten 
Pseudoidentitäten zu einer weit verbrei-
teten Praxis geworden, die mit Fantasie-
namen in den sozialen Medien beginnt 
und bis zu elaborierten, multimedialen 
Kampagnen wie bei den Youtube-Figuren 
lonelygirl15 oder Poppy reicht.

Sie alle können sich in gewisser Weise 
auf Anna Banana beziehen, die lange vor 
Cindy Sherman, Orlan oder Lady Gaga 
ihre selbstbestimmte Metamorphose 
zur Kunstfigur als Lebensprojekt begann. 
Die Kanadierin mit bürgerlichem Namen 

Anne Long verließ nach einem Selbster-
fahrungskurs in der Psycho-Kommune 
Esalen in Kalifornien Mann und Kind, 
um sich fortan als freiberufliche Bana-
nenkünstlerin durchs Leben zu schlagen. 
Ihr Spitzname, den sie in Esalen wegen 
ihres fröhlichen Wesens erhalten hatte, 
wurde zum künstlerischen Thema: Die 
Kunst von Anna Banana handelt oft ge-
nug von – Bananen.

Auch sie nutzte das internationale 
Netzwerk der Mail Art, um ihre neue 
Identität rund um die Welt bekannt zu 
machen. Auf selbst gestalteten Postkar-
ten, Briefmarken, Stempeln, Drucken 
und mit dem Newsletter „Banana Rag“ 
verbreitete sich so die Kunde von der Ba-
nanenkünstlerin um den ganzen Globus. 

Ihre Korrespondenten und Fans began-
nen, ihr alle Arten von Bananen-Artefak-
ten nach Kanada zu senden. Die zeigte sie 
1993 bei der Ausstellung „Proof Positive 
Germany is Going Bananas“ in Stuttgart, 
Berlin, Hamburg, Uelsen, Minden, Köln 
und Mannheim – unter anderem wegen 
der besonderen Rolle, die die Banane 
kurz zuvor beim Untergang der DDR ge-
spielt hatte. Die Kreuzberger Ausstellung 
ist darum auch eine künstlerische Erin-
nerung an die vor dreißig Jahren vollzo-
genen Wiedervereinigung.

Zu sehen sind die gesammelten Bana-
nen in einem Reenactment der damali-
gen Präsentation jetzt im Salon am Mo-
ritzplatz – übrigens in dem Haus, in dem 
einst in der Galerie am Moritzplatz die 
Westberliner „Neuen Wilden“ ausstellten. 
In Vitrinen sind Bananen in allen mögli-
chen Darreichungsformen zu sehen: als 
Schlüsselanhänger, Taschenlampen, Ste-
cker, Schmuck, Sticker, Kühlschrankma-
gnet und sogar als Telefon. In ihrer Ge-
samtheit sind sie auch Zeugnis der so-
zialen Funktion von Mail Art: Ohne das 
umfangreiche Korrespondentennetz von 
Anna Banana wäre diese Sammlung nie 
zusammengekommen.

An der Wand hängen fünf Fotos von 
Bananenschalen, die man auf Fragebö-
gen wie Rorschachtests interpretieren 
soll. Es ist Konzeptkunst mit Humor, 
und egal ob man diesen Humor teilt oder 
nicht, die Konsequenz, mit der sich Anna 
Banana und Vincent Trasov in ihre eige-
nen Memes verwandelt haben, nötigt 
ebenso Respekt ab wie die Beharrlichkeit, 
mit der sie diesen surrealen Charakteren 
ein halbes Jahrhundert lang treu geblie-
ben sind. Ein sinnvollerer Lebensinhalt 
als die Beschäftigung mit den Botschaf-
ten von „Q“ war das auf jeden Fall.
 
Anna Banana: „Proof Positive Germany is 
Going Bananas“. Salon am Moritzplatz, 
Oranienstraße 58  
 Vincent Trasov: „My Fifty Years In A 
Nutshell“. ChertLüdde, Ritterstr. 2A
 
Beide Ausstellungen bis 14. November

Künstlerische Rollenspiele wurden vor dem Internet in 
der Mail Art genutzt. Daran erinnern die Ausstellungen 
von Anna Banana im Salon am Moritzplatz und Vincent 
Trasov bei ChertLüdde

Als die Post 
Bananen- und 
Erdnusskunst 
brachte

Anna Banana, 
„The Roar 

Shack Peel 
Test“    

Foto: Anna 
Banana/Salon 

am Moritzplatz

verweis
Botanische 
Genoss*innen

Vincent 
Trasov als 
„Mr. Peanut“, 
Kandidat für 
das Bürger-
meisteramt, 
vor dem 
Vancouver 
House 1974   
Foto: Galerie 
ChertLüdde

Ihre Korrespondenten und 
Fans begannen, ihr alle 
Arten von Bananen-
Artefakten nach Kanada 
zu senden

Von Tilman Baumgärtel
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Bars, cinemas and museums are closed, but plenty of Berlin’s

commercial galleries are still open throughout November. Our

art editor selects the best of the bunch. Photo: NOME
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Chert Lüdde

Installation view "My Fifty Years In A Nutshell", ChertLüdde,

Berlin, 2020. Photo by Andrea Rossetti. Courtesy of

ChertLüdde, Berlin and Vincent Trasov
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A Tale of Two Cities
In the 1970s, Michael Morris and Vincent Trasov developed Image Bank, a collective of
artists concerned with exchanging ideas through the mail. Now, as a retrospective of their
work moves from Berlin to Vancouver, expat writer Kate Brown discusses the possibilities of
building friendships across borders
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In the gridded black-and-white photo series Alex & Rodger, Rodger & Alex, a man in a bandana sits against a
rock while light hops across his body across each picture, reflected from a pocket mirror held by another
man with his back to the camera. The square of light jumps from limb to limb and, somewhere between each
image, the time and space between their bodies folds, danced away by a piece of sun.

by Kate Brown

In 1981, Vincent Trasov and Michael Morris, tired of the bureaucrats they had become during their time at
Western Front, came to a porous, Cold War–divided West Berlin.

These images were taken by Canadian artist Michael Morris on the West Coast of Canada in 1970. Captured
during the nascent days of the artist collective Image Bank’s collaboration, the light that transcends
distances between friends in Alex & Rodger, Rodger & Alex seems to mark a foundational idea for the group,
which was founded by Morris, Gary Lee-Nova and Vincent Trasov in British Columbia that same year. What
the three subsequently created evades easy categorization, ranging from political campaigns to mail art to
brick-and-mortar network-building, all made with a wide weave of like-minded artists.

The serene assemblage of Alex & Rodger, Rodger & Alex was the establishing image in a retrospective on
Image Bank at Berlin’s KW Institute for Contemporary Art this summer. The eponymous show, co-
organized by Scott Watson, director and curator of the Morris and Helen Belkin Gallery in Vancouver, will
get an expanded run in 2020 at the BC institution. While Germany may at first seem like an unusual first
stop for a show that is crucially centred on West Coast Canadian art (Image Bank’s archive, now re-
christened the Morris/Trasov Archive, is permanently housed at the Belkin), there is a critical, decades-old
Vancouver-Berlin bond, deeply connected to these two artists and woefully overlooked in the Berlin chapter
of the show.

Image Bank’s certain role in developing a pan-Canadian art discourse is well understood (and, thanks to
them, expertly catalogued). Their cohort ushered in an imperative for imaginative reorganization, each
artist marked by a desire to create open-source methods for creative communication through a very tactile
approach to early 1970s thinking. At the time, documents like the Whole Earth Catalog were being published
in the US, while endeavours like Fluxus were manifested abroad. N.E. Thing Co. and General Idea, along
with its affiliate magazine FILE, were being founded in Canada.

CANADIAN ART
OCTOBER 2019
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Alan Kaprow, Joanne Danzker, Michael Morris, Steve McCafftery and Robert Filliou in front of The Western Front in 1974.

For their part, Image Bank established a network of mail-out requests, where they solicited artists to send
them images based on broad themes (subjects included “piss pics” or “beauty pageants”). The mailed
material was addressed to Morris, Trasov and others in the network (one mail-out request asked that
“generalities” be sent to General Idea’s Toronto address). Through a coordinated cacophony of expression,
Image Bank built a network where creative data was dispatched between a diverse group that, beyond the
core founders, included contributors like William S. Burroughs, Ray Johnson, Joseph Beuys and Robert
Filliou.

The KW Institute for Contemporary Art charts the network’s activity well and the Belkin probably will too.
What’s often glazed over in the celebration of these artists are the points and periods when their creative life
does not exactly fit into the rubric of Canadian self-understanding, nor into the criteria for Image Bank
production directly. In 1981, Trasov and Morris, tired of the bureaucrats they had become during their time
at Western Front, came to a porous, Cold War–divided West Berlin. It was a city similar to Vancouver in that
it was defined by its existence as a periphery of the Western world. Shedding the Image Bank name, Morris
and Trasov attended the DAAD Berlin Artists-in-Residence Programme, one of Germany’s—and the world’s
—most renowned international artist portals, and then went on to spend more than a decade in the city.
DAAD continues to spark a succession of Canadian artists’ arrival here, including General Idea’s AA
Bronson, Liz Magor and Judy Radul. At this point, the cross-pollination between Canadian and German
artists is so much to record that it also deserves its own archive, but many can agree that Morris and Trasov
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predated most of it by years, finding an uncharted kind of creative freedom in Berlin, and instituting a
groundwork connection that lives on today.

After seeing the exhibition, I experience how the communication nodes that link the lavish West Coast and
the concrete grids of Berlin seem to endure in some of its structure. Via a network of friendships that span
the Atlantic, I end up, rather serendipitously, on the phone with Michael Morris and Vincent Trasov while
they sit together on Vancouver Island and while I sit in Berlin. For years, the two have made a habit of
spending summers on the West Coast, though Morris lives there full-time and Trasov is still living in
Germany throughout the year. They recall how, in the 1980s, they would leave behind their Berlin apartment
and head to the Sunshine Coast for summers at Babyland, a residency they developed on a strip of land
outside Vancouver, not so far from where there are now. Trasov is going there soon. They reminisce about
how friends (and friends of friends) would rent their Berlin apartment while they were away. Incidentally,

Vincent Trasov, Hell and the Weatherman, (performance documentation, Berlin, 1984. Courtesy Vincent Trasov.
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Morris and Trasov transplanted Canadians to West Berlin, which was then encircled by the Berlin Wall.
Today, in a very different landscape, I feel I am in that lineage, a part of their web of relations.

Are our experiences paralleled? Perhaps not. After my own years living in Vancouver, friends (and friends of
friends) stirred up in me an unignorable impetus to move here, to the German capital, in search of some kind
of undefinable freedom in the early 2010s, spurred by being priced out of my shared house in East
Vancouver, a typical coastal home ripe for demolition, rezoning and condos. My search could reflect the
dreamy quality of their early 1980s mentality, except that mine was defined by real estate, not purely by
hunger for creative space. Ironically, Berlin now has similarly become an increasingly expensive city to live
in.

In the 1980s, the dynamic cultural sphere of West Berlin was becoming, not dissimilar to Vancouver, but
born of course from incomparable situations, a place absolutely teeming with creativity.

“Vancouver wasn’t a part of the marketplace in Canada and, at that time in Germany, the art market centres
were Cologne and Frankfurt,” Morris says. “Because of this, both Vancouver and Berlin were similarly put
together by artists’ concerns and interests.” Morris and Trasov relocated some years after establishing their
art practice, after co-founding Western Front—what is now an internationally recognized institution and
one of the first Canadian artist-run centres—and after launching their epic artists’ directory in 1974 with
General Idea’s FILE. They tell me how they left Image Bank tucked away in boxes in the basement of
Western Front, located on 8th Avenue East, to get on an international flight. In Berlin, they built out their
network in a different way, as individual artists. The two continued to find a natural extension of the
communications project that was inherent in so much of the work they made beyond the more fabled Image
Bank years. It was critical for their practices to do this, and the grey city blocks of West Berlin provided
flexibility that the shadows of the mountains (which divided them from the rest of Canada) couldn’t. That
epoch of the German capital, the time of the New Wild Ones (West Berlin artists, shadowed by the wall and
banging up against it), has become the stuff of cultural legend.

So there they were–and the Berlin they would have arrived to is the one my expat generation is still chasing
through a hellbent nostalgia, whether or not it actually existed as we have imagined it. In the 1980s, the
dynamic cultural sphere of West Berlin was becoming, not dissimilar to Vancouver, but born of course from
incomparable situations, a place absolutely teeming with creativity, and still reeling from David Bowie’s
Berlin period, which had just reached its poetic climax. His relentless pop song “Heroes” reverberates in
each story from the time, Bowie’s words emotionally juxtaposing the radical separation inflicted by the wall:
“Though nothing, nothing will keep us together / We can beat them, forever and ever.” Sprays of wrenching
guitar and dark West Berlin apartments: “Though nothing will drive them away / We can be heroes, just for
one day / We can be us, just for one day.” The song oscillates between the oxymoronic possibility of
togetherness in a surreal, cut-off environment.

I’m hesitant to ask them about Bowie, but Morris brings him up anyway without prompt. He recalls
Dschungel, a legendary West Berlin nightclub: “Bowie introduced fashion into the art scene in Berlin, the
same way that General Idea and AA Bronson brought glamour to Canadian art.” Morris recalls how Bowie
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encouraged punk singer Salomé to go to art school, and how he then went on to become one of Germany’s
most famous painters from the era. Bowie was an outsider stirring everything up, driving around Berlin like
a maniac, exercising freedom and injecting perspective.

William S. Burroughs postcard to Image Bank, 1973. Courtesy Vincent Trasov. Photo: Morris / Trasov Archive.

Little connects Vancouver’s psychic space with that of Berlin beyond a yearning to carve out total freedom.
Vanguards often begin on peripheries, unwatched, more free. Specifically looking at the Image Bank
generation in Vancouver and the New Wild Ones in West Berlin, it seems to me that remoteness,
affordability, resources (space) and a feeling of disconnection are crucially shared, and so it makes sense to
make work so uninhibitedly subjective. Critic Nancy Shaw writes about the situation that bred this distinct
generation of Vancouver-based artists, which included Morris, Trasov and Lee-Nova. It was “a generation
subjected to the Cold War, the war in Vietnam, consumerism and the conservative morality of the 1950s,”
writes Shaw. “They were, in effect, enacting a countercultural rebellion to blur the boundaries between art
and life.” It was a group that defined itself by what it was not. The New Wild Ones, which, in one way, were
part of a greater political project, were similarly aware of an opponent, though it was geographical, not
generational.

Trasov, Morris and I ruminate about the similar trajectories of Vancouver and Berlin, the way two fringe
cities became real-estate hotbeds, increasingly unliveable for artists. “It’s very nice that artists are coming to
live in Berlin, but it’s after the fact now,” Trasov points out, and I tend to agree. At KW, where the Image Bank
show went on view and wrapped up in a distinct end-of-summer mood, is a reputable centre for art
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exhibitions, located in a gentrified neighbourhood. But it began as a project space some years after the wall
fell, and was like Western Front, but in this case in the eastern part of the city in the far east of Germany.
Today, rent anywhere nearby KW is hardly affordable and it’s no exception across town. “Berlin, like
Vancouver, has become quite a conservative centre. Artists are being forced out by an exorbitant cost of
living.” Trasov tells me he donated some works to the first auction KW held, in the early 1990s. “The
neighborhood around KW was a ruin,” Trasov remembers. “The time of its founding was similar to Western
Front, in that it was trying to get an unknown thing born.”

I ask Morris about the men in the Alex & Rodger, Rodger & Alex photo series. He tells me they were all friends
—one he knew from art school; the other was visiting from Toronto. They’re not alive anymore. The period
of the 1980s was marked by political gridlock, but also by the AIDS epidemic. “We were meeting people from
all over the world who we thought we were going to collaborate with for the rest of our lives,” Morris recalls.
“By the 1980s, a lot of our friends from New York ended up coming to Germany to die. There was the
glamour of Bowie, but there was a dark period that began almost immediately when we got there.” Morris
turned to making more figurative work, painting the friends of his who were dying. Work, he says, he has
never exhibited.

Vincent Trasov, Strassenbild (detail), 1991. Courtesy Vincent Trasov.
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Trasov tells me about a large painting he created from 1990, after the fall of the wall, called Strassenbild
(translated to Streets Painting), which replicates street names from old East Berlin honouring communist
revolutionaries, which were rapidly replaced after the wall came down. He included the substitute streets
they suddenly became when a problematic history was problematically erased. Perhaps helped by his
subjective distance as a foreigner, Trasov distilled the colonization of the Eastern Bloc that ripped through
Berlin like a wildfire. Today, Germany is still trying to come to grips with that reunification history and to
find a language for it, but it’s here, so very early on, in an austere painting by an ausländer—an outlander.
Looking at the work, it’s hard to know which names were obsolesced and which ones were new, but what at
the fore is the lingering, poetic illogic of Morris and Trasov’s Image Bank-inflected lineage of disruptive
thinking. Strassenbild is now in the collection of the Berlinische Galerie in Berlin.

The Canadian government has, appropriately I think, begun to acknowledge the critical role outlier cities
and nations play in the continuous evolution of Canadian art discourses. Next year, Canada will be the guest
of honour at the Frankfurt Art Book Fair, and the Canada Council is rushing to furnish short-term projects
abroad. But what about the long view? While it’s encouraging to see the nation better understand that its
very nationhood is a problematic myth, I would hope that Berlin and other places like it are more
consistently considered part of that mythos.

Their legacy lies well within but also outside the mapping of that summer show at KW; it is relatable to the
hyper-networked yet isolated worlds we live in today. It speaks volumes to a travel-riddled, social media-
steeped art scene set against a fracturing social reality at large. It lies in a fibrous connectivity bred by
questioning systems of self-organization. The Morris/Trasov Archive and its associated work consists of
many moving parts, but there is an expatriation of the self from the self, through costume, alias and a desire
for collectivist anonymity. Not to mention physical disruption—that is, disruption as departure from known
quantities—like home. While cities like Berlin and Vancouver grow increasingly unaffordable for the kind of
productivity artists like Morris and Trasov were able to pioneer, we will certainly need to continue to use
critical distance as an unruly ethos, just as they did. “Communism ended in a weekend. It affected so much of
the 20th century and it was this gigantic edifice, the wall an icon of it,” Morris says, shortly before we end our
call. “Systems can collapse instantly, as Vincent and I witnessed. That is a lesson that we need to consider
within the world we are in now. We can destroy things that stood for a long time, very quickly.”

For now, we have Alex and Rodger and the light shared between them.

Canadian writer and curator Kate Brown lives and works in Berlin. She is the European
Editor of artnet News and co-directs the non-profit art space Ashley Berlin.

Kate Brown
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09.07.2019, 14:06 UhrSommerausstellungen in den Kunst-Werken

Diese Nuss der ganzen Welt
Berliner Kunst-Werke: Heike-Karin Föll lässt sich in „Speed“ von Rapunzels Haar inspirieren, „Image Bank“
erinnert an eine Künstlergruppe mit fluider Identität. VON JENS HINRICHSEN

Es lebe das Unlogische. Image-Bank-Mitgründer Vincent Trasov 1974 im Erdnusskostüm. FOTO: BOB STRAZICICH/KUNST-WERKE


Dieses Haarbüschel führt ein Eigenleben. Als Korkenzieherlocke dreht es ein paar virtuelle Runden. Schnitt. Die Strähne
streckt sich. Noch ein Schnitt. Das Haar plustert sich auf. Ein Solo für weißes Liniengestrüpp auf schwarzem Grund. Nach
wenigen Sekunden startet die 3-D-Animation „tangled“ („verwirrt“) auf dem Minibildschirm von vorn. Heike-Karin Föll, der Kopf
hinter der Einzelausstellung „Speed“, hat sich von Disneys „Rapunzel“-Version anregen lassen, speziell vom
computeranimierten Schopf der Heldin.

Eine eigenartige Schau ist das im ersten Stock der Berliner Kunst-Werke (Auguststraße 69, bis 1. September. Mi–Mo 11–19
Uhr, Do 11–21 Uhr). Neben der haarigen digitalen Arbeit sind vor allem Seiten aus Fölls Künstlerbüchern ausgestellt,
außerdem bedruckte und mit Handzeichnungen versehene Blätter. Auf einem großen Papierbogen fügen sich getrocknete
Stängel, Blüten und Laub zum Namenszug „Anita Pallenberg“. Ein Bild, das zwischen Kindergartenbastelei und Glamour hin-
und herruckelt. Die Ausstellung ist voller solcher Sprünge, wie ein absichtsvoll grob zusammengeschnittener Film.

LOGIN REGISTRIEREN   
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Formal zusammengehalten wird die Präsentation durch das Mittel der Linie. Die großen Leinwandformate voller dicker
Pinselstriche wirken wie Wiedergänger der Aktionsmalerei der 50er und 60er Jahre. Auf einer Föll-Serie mit Farbkopien der
„Concetto spaziale“-Bilder, mit denen Lucio Fontana ab 1947 bekannt wurde, schließen sich die berüchtigten Schlitze förmlich
wieder, die Fontanas Messer einst in die Leinwände schnitt. Textzutaten wie „Gilles Deleuze. Sacher-Masoch und der
Masochismus“ setzen grelle Lichter auf die Praxis des italienischen Kollegen. Heike-Karin Föll spielt mit der Kunstgeschichte,
mitunter ätzt sie gegen deren männliche Protagonisten. Sie spielt eigentlich mit allem, mit Wörtern, Farben, Medienbildern,
jongliert nicht zuletzt mit ihrer eigenen Produktion, die die Künstlerin in den Kunst-Werken ohne Rücksicht auf Chronologie zur
spröden Installation sampelt.

Seile, an denen, wer will, ins Ungewisse klettern kann

Groß ausgedruckte Listen legen eine Systematik hinter Fölls Schaffen nahe. Die Textseiten ähneln Inhaltsverzeichnissen,
folgen aber doch eher dem Prinzip der konkreten Poesie als der Logik: „5.1. Dumme Blumen“. Es wundert allerdings nicht,
dass die 1967 in Bad Cannstatt geborene Künstlerin ausgebildete Kunsthistorikerin ist, regelmäßig publiziert und Lehraufträge
wahrnimmt – aktuell an der Berliner UdK. Professorale Wichtigtuerei ist ihr offenbar fremd, ihre Kunst bewegt sich fernab vom
Prätentiösen, wirkt wie aus dem Moment heraus geschaffen.

In einer Serie bedruckter und mit Föll’schen Linien bezeichneter Blätter kommen Werke aus den Jahren 2010 bis 2019
zusammen. Lauter Linien. Zahlen als sinnfreie Formen. Luftige Sätze wie: „then understanding that everyone is not
understanding everything“. Der Titel der Konstellation, „my brain“, wirkt höchst ironisch. Die Künstlerin, die ihr Inneres nach
außen kehrt – was für eine altmodische Idee! Föll wirft eher Seile aus, an denen, wer will, ins Ungewisse klettern kann.
Welches Rapunzel am Ende des dicken Zopfs wohl zum Vorschein kommt?

In einem Interview hat die Künstlerin sich als „anti-partizipatorisch“ bezeichnet. Künstlerische Kollaborationen sind nicht ihr
Ding. Eine historische Ausstellung, die ein Stockwerk höher in den Kunst-Werken gezeigt wird, wirkt vom Selbstverständnis der
Akteure her geradezu komplementär. Image Bank ist weniger eine Künstlergruppe als ein Netzwerk, das 1970 von einem
Briten und zwei Kanadiern gegründet wurde. Stempel, Postkarten, Briefe, Mail-Art-Exponate sind zuhauf in den
Ausstellungsvitrinen ausgebreitet. Eine zentrale Aktivität von Image Bank bestand in einem internationalen Austausch von
Bildern und Korrespondenz auf dem Postweg. Neben dem Gründungstrio Michael Morris, Vincent Trasov und Gary Lee-Nova
(der die Gruppe 1972 verließ) wirkten Dana Atchley, Anna Banana, Eric Metcalf, General Idea oder das Kollektiv Ant Farm
regelmäßig mit.

Praxis jenseits des Geniebegriffs

Die Ausstellung zeugt von einer Praxis jenseits des Geniebegriffs. Das Kollektiv rangierte vor einzelnen Egos. Aus dem
schillernden Durcheinander der Exponate steigt eine Ahnung davon auf, was aus dem Internet hätte werden können, ein
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Spielfeld fluider Identitäten vielleicht, bevor die Konzerne das Web verschlangen.

Die Image-Bank-Künstler lebten ihren ausgeprägten Hang zu Rollenspielen und Pseudonymen aus. Michael Morris trat als
Marcel Dot auf – und erwies damit dem Vorbild Marcel Duchamp (alias Rose Sélavy) seine Reverenz. Mitgründer Vincent
Trasov ist auf den Dokumenten der Schau ausschließlich im Erdnusskostüm zu sehen. Als Mr. Peanut prangt er auf dem
Cover des ersten „FILE“-Hefts, das wie das legendäre Magazin „LIFE“ aufgemacht war.

Malerei und Bildhauerei verloren ihre Autonomie

1974 bewarb sich Mr. Peanut bei den Gemeindewahlen in Vancouver um das Amt des Bürgermeisters. In dem Schriftsteller
William S. Burroughs fand er einen Fürsprecher: „Die unentrinnbare Logik des Wirklichen hat nichts als unlösbare Probleme
geschaffen“, sagte Burroughs in einer Rede, deshalb sei es Zeit für einen unlogischen Kandidaten, nämlich Mr. Peanut – der
die Wahl natürlich nicht gewann. Anders als die Comedians, die in der Ukraine, in Italien und Slowenien jüngst politische
Erfolge feierten.

Mehr zum Thema

1972 erwarben Morris und Trasov ein über sechs Hektar großes Grundstück, das sie „Babyland“ tauften und als idyllische
Naturkulisse für kooperative Projekte nutzten. Ein Ausstellungsvideo dokumentiert, wie sich nackte Künstlerinnen und Künstler
gegenseitig mit gespiegeltem Licht „zeichneten“. Malerei und Bildhauerei wurden in diesem Ambiente entgrenzt, verloren ihre
Autonomie. Die „Babyland“-Bewohner umgaben sich mit Holzbrettchen, die mit den Farben des Spektrums bemalt waren. In
den Kunst-Werken sind eine Reihe dieser bunten Bauklötze für eine freiere, unlogischere, künstlichere, bessere Welt
ausgestellt, die über die Testphase nicht weit hinauskam. Aber Western Front, der 1973 von Image Bank in Vancouver
gegründete Kunstraum, existiert noch.
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ART CITIES:BERLIN-Image
Bank

Founded in 1970 by Michael Morris, Vincent Trasov and
Gary Lee-Nova, Image Bank helped facilitate the
exchange of ideas, images and information between
artists through the use of the postal system. Image Bank
sent out regular mailings, soliciting artists’ image
requests, addresses, and research information. In close
collaboration with other artists, they continued this
practice throughout the 1970s, building up a collection of
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Bob Strazicich, Mr. Peanut
Mayoral Campaign: Mr. Peanut
descends steps of Vancouver

Court House, 1974, Gelatin silver
print, Collection of the

Morris/Trasov Archive, Morris
and Helen Belkin Art Gallery,

University of British Columbia

more than 10,000 items of ephemera consisting of
correspondence, postcards, stationery, notes, collages,
and concepts.

By Dimitris Lempesis 
Photo: KW Institute for Contemporary Art Archive

Derived from William S.
Burrough’s novel “Nova
Express” (1964), the
name Image Bank
refers to a mode of
disruption or a “mirror
displacement” of a
dominant ideology,
which enables unlikely
juxtapositions to create
new meanings, similar
to Burroughs “cut-ups”,
and cites a shared
mythology or collective
creative consciousness.
While its main mode of
operation constituted
an international
exchange of images and
correspondence by
mail, Image Bank can
be characterized as a
�eeting body of various

modes of production that drew from an ever-growing
international network of artists who interacted through
performance, political campaigns, festivals, mail, and many
other activities. Besides Morris, Trasov, and Lee-Nova (who
left the group in 1972), artists frequently taking part in the
group’s initiatives included Dana Atchley, Anna Banana,
Robert Cumming, Dick Higgins, Geo�rey Hendricks, Glenn
Lewis, Eric Metcalfe, Kate Craig, Willoughby Sharp, General
Idea, and Ant Farm. Image Bank maintained close ties with
Ray Johnson’s New York Correspondence School as well as
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with Robert Filliou and his concept of the Eternal Network,
who both worked on similar practices involving networks
that emerged from a moment of collaborative production
and fundamentally questioned the boundary between art
and life. The exhibition   “Image Bank “ marks the most
comprehensive institutional survey of the work of Image
Bank to date. It presents hundreds of �les of ephemera
from the Morris/Trasov Archive, including correspondence,
postcards, stationery, notes, collages, and concept drafts as
well as photography, videos, and props. Arranged in
sections, the archival materials are presented in a large
vitrine, giving an overview of the collective’s most
important mailings and image requests. These encompass
postcard exhibitions, the Annual Report, correspondence
with Ray Johnson and Robert Filliou and related stationary,
stamps, and envelopes. Image Bank started its mail-outs in
1970 with an appropriated o�set image of a bathing suit
model sitting on an in�atable swan, stamped as “Image of
the Month”. This was accompanied by a list of artists, their
addresses, and image requests. Initiating a system of
sending and receiving, subsequent mailings provided a
thematic framework such as “1984”, a call for images of a
future world taken over by totalitarianism –or “A Cultural
Ecology Project” which asked for so called “Piss Pics”.
While such activities placed absolute value to the
ephemeral moment, the existence of the archive reveals a
signi�cant paradox in the work of Image Bank: the diligent
archiving, �ling, and cataloguing transported their projects
into the future even as they, as with “1984” invoked the
future into the present. Image Bank’s interest in the archive
is connected to its interest in ritual and fetish as a�rming
the mythological and libidinous power of a culture
obsessed with images and celebrating a continuity of
mythic tropes within mass culture. In this framework, camp
and masquerade were implemented as aesthetic strategies
o�ering a way out of normative modes of image
production and visual representation. Lists and directories
were pivotal to the structural workings of Image Bank,
whose interest in banks and corporate as well as
bureaucratic identity predated institutional critique by
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several years. The Annual Artists’ Directory, consisting of
more than 1000 names and addresses of artists involved in
Image Bank, was published in two issues of General Idea’s
FILE Megazine and as a stand-alone book in 1972 . The
directory, in large part reproduced as wallpaper for the
exhibition at KW, works as a strong visual emblem of the
collective’s objective to create new social forms and a new
economy of creation, operating outside the dominant
modes of market distribution and the museum’s cultural
gatekeepers. The network and networking formed a central
axis of Image Bank’s radically distributive practice,
anticipating topics relevant today such as tagging, collective
authorship, and user-generated content. Image Bank’s use
of frequently changing, gender-crossing aliases   (a nod to
Marcel Duchamp’s rendering of identity as �uid and
circumstantial) and the collective’s reworking of images and
texts from mainstream media suggests a queering of
popular imagery and a questioning of individualist
authorship and autonomy: Eric Metcalfe and Kate Craig
were alternately known as Dr. and Lady Brute; Michael
Morris performed and corresponded as Marcel Dot, Forget
Maoist by Chairman Dot, Forget Dadaist by Marcel Idea;
and Vincent Trasov as Mr. Peanut and Marquis d’Arachide.
Gathered in its own section of the exhibition, the research
Image Bank undertook as “Color Bar Research” emerged
from a painterly practice transposed from the canvas onto
the world. In 1972, Morris and Trasov bought a 6.25-
hectare property with cabin, creek, forest, clearing, and
kiln, which was referred to as “Babyland”. The location
served both as an idyllic getaway for visiting artists and as a
set to photograph props, naked people, and small pieces of
wood, painted in all the colors of the spectrum (the “color
bars”) or alternating “color dots”. The resulting
photographs, videos, and performances were explorations
of depth of �eld, perception and psychedelics, essentially
removing painting and sculpture of their autonomy and
turning them into props for extended performances.
“Light-On” (1972), a black-and-white projection presenting
naked people in Babyland “drawing” on each other by
directing light onto each other’s bodies via mirrors, is a play
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on the intersection of painting, drawing, nature, and the
natural human body. Accompanied by a score from
Canadian electronic composer Martin Bartlett, the three-
channel projection by Michael Morris in the back room is
strong visual testimony to the colorful, experimental
project, which lasted for about four years. In 1974, Vincent
Trasov campaigned as Mr. Peanut for Mayor in Vancouver’s
municipal election. “Peanut” a highly generic and cheap
snack, was yet another Duchampian abbreviation for:
“Performance – Elegance – Art – Nonsense – Uniqueness
– Talent” William S. Burroughs endorsed the candidacy in a
public speech, stating in almost dadaistic fashion that “the
inexorable logic of reality has created nothing but
insoluble problems” and therefore demands an illogical
candidate, Mr. Peanut. The peanut column presented at
the beginning of the exhibition presents the prop as a
recurring trope for Image Bank: Mr. Peanut appears
throughout the exhibition not only as a synonym for
politics infused by art and humor but also as frequent
guest in Babyland’s psychedelic experiments, bathing for
example with naked Granada Gazelle.

Info: KW Institute for Contemporary Art, Auguststraße
69, Berlin, Duration: 22/6-1/9/19, Days & Hours: Mon &
Wed-Sun 11:00-19:00, thu 11:00-21:00, www.kw-berlin.de

Front: Image Bank, Colour Bars – Spectrum Sets, 1972–73, Paint
on wood; Center: Eric Metcalfe: Leopard Realty, ca. 1973, HD
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video, color, silent; Back: General Idea: Hands of the Spirit, 1974,
5 acrylic glass wands; installation view of the exhibition, KW

Institute for Contemporary Art, Berlin, 2019, Courtesy Collection
of the Eric Metcalfe Fonds / Morris/Trasov Archive, Morris and

Helen Belkin Art Gallery, University of Britsh Columbia (CA),
Photo: Frank Sperling

 

 

Installation view: Image Bank, KW Institute for Contemporary Art-
Berlin, 2019, Courtesy the Morris/Trasov Archive, Morris and
Helen Art Gallery, University of British Columbia (CA), Photo:

Frank Sperling
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Installation view: Image Bank, KW Institute for Contemporary Art-
Berlin, 2019, Courtesy the Morris/Trasov Archive, Morris and
Helen Art Gallery, University of British Columbia (CA), Photo:

Frank Sperling
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The story behind the radical
collective who subverted mass

media through mail-outs and queer
aliases

A new exhibition details the work of obscure 1970s
Vancouver-based collective Image Bank, who distributed

images among an international network of artists

26 June, 2019

Vincent Trasov, Mr. Peanut on the Staten Island Ferry, New York, 1972, Collection: Morris and Helen
Belkin Art Gallery, Morris/Trasov Archive, University of British Columbia

From exhibitions such as Fiona Tan’s exploration of the Agfacolor image archives at Cologne’s
Museum Ludwig, to The Black Image Corporation currently on view at Berlin’s Gropius Bau
and Alexandra Bell’s edited and redacted newspaper cuttings at this year’s Whitney Biennale,
the foregrounding of archival materials within the contemporary art world has emerged as a
major trend in recent years. As society becomes ever more consumed by visual culture, fu-
elled by the speed and scale of platforms such as Instagram, images of the past offer us vital
gateways into interrogating issues of the present. 

These are just some of the ideas explored at Berlin’s KW Institute for Contemporary Art’s
thought-provoking new exhibition, Image Bank. Bringing to light the political subversion and
Duchampian humour of the eponymous artist collective of the title, the exhibition unravels
the history of an international network of artists who shared images and correspondence by
mail. Founded in 1970 by artists Michael Morris, Gerry Lee-Nova and Vincent Trasov in Van-
couver, Canada, the collective was understood as “a moment of utopic collaborative practice,
kind of a hippy-esque situation,” according to the exhibition’s assistant curator, Kathrin Ben-
tele.  Featuring a range of art objects — including letters, photographs and video footage —
the multimedia display investigates the origins and inner workings of this obscure group, who
strived to democratise and decentralise mainstream image culture.

Henry Rapapport postcard, Are words things?, c. 1971, Collection: Morris and Helen Belkin Art Gallery,
Morris/Trasov Archive, University of British Columbia

Driven by a desire to distribute images to circumvent conventional hierarchies, the collective

developed an innovative mail-out system — on a monthly basis, they circulated an image ap-
propriated from a mass media source entitled ‘Image of the Month’ among a far-reaching



propriated from a mass media source entitled ‘Image of the Month’ among a far-reaching
group of creatives. Accompanied by a list of artists alongside their addresses and image re-
quests, images were shared and spread on the basis of sending and receiving. In some ways,
this distribution method might be seen as a precursor to social media — while we scroll
through hashtags and curated feeds on Instagram, Image Bank similarly developed a “system
of user-generated content” with a keyword index that allowed for a searchable, thematic
database of visual materials. Yet, as much as they were seeking out an ephemeral production
of art, at the same time, “they were diligently filing, cataloguing, archiving their material and
their output,” Bentele tells SLEEK.

As their network grew, the collective began asking for works to be submitted according to a
thematic framework — examples include, “1984” or “Piss Pics”. According to Bentele, this
process presented something of a temporal paradox — “they projected the future into the
present. This way of dealing with the archive was actually projecting something that’s hap-
pening now into the future, so the other way around, an inversion.” 

Annual Artists’ Directory and Image Bank Image Request Lists FILE Magazine, Vol. 2. No. 5, 1974,
installation view (detail) 'Image Bank' at KW Institute for Contemporary Art, Berlin, 2019, photo: Frank
Sperling

But not only was Image Bank founded to distribute artworks and build an ever-expanding
network of artists,  at its core it wanted to disrupt conventional mass media rhetoric through
a queer language of camp, masquerade and a playful adoption of aliases. The artists involved
in the collective used interchangeable pseudonyms and aliases to challenge the individualism

inherent in artistic ownership, promoting ideals of collective consciousness and fluid identi-
ties that could transcend cultural mythology instead. “It was a time of a much more collabora-
tive thinking, and this moment of mingling of art and life,” confirms Bentele of the lively peri-

tive thinking, and this moment of mingling of art and life,” confirms Bentele of the lively peri-
od in which they were working.

One of the most famous of these aliases was “Mr Peanut”, a character assumed by Trasov
that exuded all the campness and dry humour that characterised the collective’s work. Based
on the highly recognisable mascot of the American snack food company Planters, the per-
sona represented the genericism and ludicrous quality of advertising imagery, and acted as a
recurring motif throughout Image Bank’s corpus. Amazingly, in the guise of Mr. Peanut,
Trasov eventually ran for mayor in the 1974 Vancouver municipal election as a pointed com-
mentary on the superficiality of consumerism and failings of the political system. The unlikely
candidate garnered around 5000 votes and subverted the consumerist tropes from which the
character originated in the process.

Mr. Peanut with colour bars at Babyland, 1972–74, Collection: Morris and Helen Belkin Art Gallery,
Morris/Trasov Archive, University of British Columbia, Photo: Michael Morris

While Image Bank is still relatively unknown outside of Canada, this eye-opening exhibit
showcases an underrepresented body of artistic production in a way that interrogates the
status of the art object itself. Through an international distribution network, Image Bank de-
mocratised the art object as Bentele explains, “with so much sending and receiving, the col-
lective operated in an in-between state.”  Offering an insight into the surprising parallels of a
forgotten archive with modern systems of image distribution, Image Bank attests to the pow-
er of the archive as a source for effective commentary on contemporary issues. As a final
note, Image Bank reveals the significance of a diverse artistic group, who refuse easy cate-

gorisation. “Through its mail outs, its extended performances, its festivals, they used so many
modes of working,” posits Bentele. “There is not a single one way you can say that this is ‘Im-
age Bank’.”



See more from the exhibition below:

Image Bank runs through to 1 September 2019 at KW Institute for Contemporary Art.

By Anna Mackenzie
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Vincent Trasov, Terrorism/Arms Race/Drug
Wars, detail.

Vincent Trasov

Borderviews   ·   Borderviews   ·   Issue 130   ·   June
2014

Vincent Trasov, Terrorism/Arms Race/Drug Wars, 1987, gouache on paper, 229 x 56 inches. Coutesy the artist and
Trench contemporary art gallery, Vancouver.

Forty years ago, Vincent Trasov put on a costume in
which he dressed as Mr. Peanut, and ran to become the
Mayor of Vancouver. He managed to attract a
respectable four percent of the vote and the smart
money had it that he would have done much better had
the campaign lasted a week longer. “It took the media a
lot of time to pick up on the seriousness of the
campaign, and it was really gaining momentum. We
had Sunday afternoon teas and all-candidate’s meetings
and William Burroughs endorsed my campaign before
his reading. Who knows what would have happened.”

Time Past and
Time Present
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Now dividing his time between Berlin and Vancouver,
Trasov had reason to be casting his mind back. A
selection of his work from the mid-’70s and mid-’80s
was included in “Papier14,” Montreal’s works on paper
art fair held in April of this year. Trench Contemporary
art gallery from Vancouver showed his editioned
vitrine from the Peanut campaign called My Five Years
in a Nutshell. Along with posters, stationary and
envelopes from the campaign, the vitrine included mail
art and other period paraphernalia. It is a charming
reminder of a time—and an event—that brought
Vancouver artists together in a collaborative way, and
that made the city known across the country.

The vitrine, then, is an object honoured best in
remembering the breeches of Mr. Peanut’s black tights.
But a custom whose observance we would rather not
have to acknowledge comes from the superb gouache
on paper “Word Painting” that was also on exhibition
in Montreal. Stencilled in 1987 on 27 sheets of paper,
Terrorism/Arms Race/Drug Wars delivers a message
current enough to be a headline on the evening news.
What makes the painting so powerful is the
discrepancy between the way it looks and the weight of
its read. Trasov, who had moved to Berlin in 1981, had
made dozens of word paintings from 1984 through to
1990. He had always been interested in combining
image and text; he says he was “totally enamoured” of
the work of Ed Ruscha, and while living in Berlin he
worked installing exhibitions for the Bauhaus Archive.

He would have had words on his mind. In
Terrorism/Arms Race/Drug Wars he was transcribing
the political and social situation into which he had
moved. “It was the Cold War and we were on the front
line. There would be one incident after the next in
Berlin.” The delicacy of the surface and its subtle shift
within a narrow colour range of mixed red, green, blue
and black gives the painting a minimalist character, but
the words are so loaded as to render insufficient a quiet
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reading. “I was interested in making a painting where
the background was important and where the words
faded in and out of focus,” Trasov says. “The words
disappear and then they reappear, so the viewer is
always unsettled.” In this instance, settling into the past
makes for an especially rich unsettling in the present. 

This article originally appeared in
Border Crossings #130, published June
2014.

Border Crossings looks at
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passion and thoroughness. Subscribe to Border
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Mr. Peanut in New York, 1972 (Photo: Morris / Trasov Archive) Vincent Trasov, En Plein Air, 2008
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AN INTERVIEW WITH VINCENT TRASOV
MAY 29TH, 2012

Exhibition Dates: May 17 - June 17, 2012 
Location: Trench Contemporary Art: 102 - 148 Alexander Street, Vancouver  View Google Map  
Website:  Click Here  

We recently had the great pleasure of seeing Vincent Trasov’s current show at Trench Contemporary Art. He is
probably best known as his alter ego, Mr. Peanut, having first donned his homemade costume including top hat
and cane in the early 70s and even running for Mayor in the guise of this corporate character, which he has
called just “an empty shell…People could pore their ideas into the empty shell. I was just a vehicle for other
people’s imagination.” But his exhibition incorporates work made between 1980 and 2012 revealing the breadth
of his practice over more than thirty years including his spare, controlled, text-based gouaches, his exquisitely
suggestive and charming ink drawings of Mr. Peanut travelling and conducting his daily affairs, his painterly and
abstract drawings made using a copper sulphate process, as well as his daring early performances. We were
thrilled when Vincent agreed to answer some queries about his work for us:

Here and Elsewhere: Mr. Peanut has been an enduring aspect of your practice and a popular one, even
garnering 3.4% of the popular vote when you ran for mayor in his guise in 1974. What prompted you to
take on the role of Mr. Peanut? How do you use this persona in your practice?

Vincent Trasov: I was doing animation drawings of Mr. Peanut tap dancing for a film at Intermedia in 1970.
The process was far too tedious. I decided if I made a costume out of papier-maché I could get into the
costume and tap dance. Once in the costume people started calling me Mr. Peanut. The name stuck. I
assumed the identity of Mr. Peanut in exploring anthropomorphism, identity and contemporary mythology. Now
the peanut costume is in the collection of the Morris and Helen Belkin Art Gallery. I continue doing ink and
wash drawings of Mr. Peanut as a monument, totem pole, in adventures in daily life, in romance, raising a
family, etc.

HERE AND ELSEWHERE
MAY 2012
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Art Rat, Candiman and Mr. Peanut at Queen Elizabeth Park, Vancouver, 1972 (Photo: Morris / Trasov Archive)

HE: We’re struck by your use of the term “contemporary mythology” in explaining what Mr. Peanut is
about. How did people respond to you as Mr. Peanut? Do you think they understood that this was
performance art and does that even matter?

VT: When did the term performance art come into existence? No they didn’t understand Mr. Peanut as
performance art. Our outings into the “enviromage” in costume as Art Rat, Candyman, Lady and Dr. Brute and
Mr. Peanut plus use of props like the hand of the spirit and the colour bars were “art city” events and nature
meets culture. Everybody became part of the stage, including passersby. The city was the back drop, and when
we were at Babyland, the woods, stream and garden were the set. It was an opportunity for photo ops.

Vincent Trasov, Terrorism/Arms Race/Drug Wars, 1987, gouache on paper 
229 x 56 inches (installation view, close up)

HE: We were struck by the diversity of media in your current show at Trench ranging from
monochromatic text-based painting, naughty and funny detailed drawings of Mr. Peanut, to video of
your early performances. How did you decide to bring these particular works together for your current
show at Trench?

VT: My art is interdisciplinary. When I get bored with one medium I go to another. The exhibition at Trench is a
survey of work, basically works on paper. The two films in the exhibition are collaborative; “Flammable”, my first
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Vincent Trasov, Flammable Performance, 1969, event at Student Union Building, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada

fire process event, was filmed by Gary Lee Nova; Mr. Peanut in New York was filmed by David Rimmer while
he lived there in 1972. A group of artists from Vancouver visiting NYC were coming from Halifax from the
“Vancouver-Halifax Exchange” organized by Roy Kiyooka. They included Gathie Falk, Michael Morris, Glenn
Lewis, and John Jack Baylin. The film gives a good sense of us all being together. We also met many artists in
New York, whom we still correspond with.

HE: Your show at Trench contains your early video, Flammable Performance, in which you set fire to
several objects outside the Student Union Building at UBC. Since then you have created burned
paintings and paintings using heated chemicals. What is the attraction to flame, fire and burning? Are
you interested in a process of transformation perhaps?

VT: My work is process oriented. The dozen flammable objects I ignited in the “Flammable” event were my
palette. It is the play with fire, the play between construction and deconstruction, controlling the basic element
into a creative force which is in the end my painting. There is also a performative and ritualistic aspect to my
use of fire and heat. It is also contemplative.

HE: When you say your work is “process oriented” does that help explain the lack of obvious aesthetic
style? Your work is visually very different from one project and media to the next!

VT: Process is how I experiment with the media. I take the raw material and/or elements like heat and water
and apply them under controlled conditions. In the garden, working over the fire, I’ve carefully controlled the
heating of paper, canvas, newspapers. The fire, ritual, performance, event and resulting works are my
gesamptkunstwerk. It is a very private act. It is very different when I am collaborating with Michael Morris on
videos or “performing the archive”. These are more socially-oriented works involving many people.
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Image Bank Archive Index Card, accession no. 32.20.4 contributed by Michael Cavanaugh, Toronto 
(Photo: Morris / Trasov Archive)

HE: It seems your work has long been concerned with communication, networks and 
collaboration, for example, in the founding of Image Bank in 1969, the Western Front Society in 1973,
and the Morris/Trasov Archive in 1991. Can you tell us a bit about why collaboration is an important
artistic strategy for you?

VT: My collaboration with Michael Morris began in 1969 and continues to this day. It is probably the longest
collaboration in Canadian art history. We could help each other in our realization of ideas and projects. This
was true in seeking an audience of like-minded individuals when we published the artist address lists and
image requests as Image Bank (work to be exhibited in exhibition Traffic: Conceptual Art in Canada c. 1965-
1980 at the Vancouver Art Gallery in the fall of 2012) to the utopian live/work situation at Western Front and to
the responsibility of accessioning and data-basing Morris/Trasov Archive at UBC. The housing of the archive is
due to the initiative of Scott Watson, Director of Morris and Helen Belkin Art Gallery. None of this would have
been possible without collaborative effort. At the same time this work has seldom restricted my practise as an
individual artist.

HE: We’re all so used to having the internet and email now that I think it’s difficult for people to
understand how revolutionary the Image Bank was for artists when you created it. Can you describe it
for us?

VT: It was necessary for survival as an artist to circumvent the existing establishment of gallery, institution and
art journalism. We had to find our own audiences of like-minded individuals. The postal system at the time was
the fastest and cheapest form of communication. We were inspired by Ray Johnson’s New York
Correspondence School and Robert Filliou’s idea of “the eternal network”. Image Bank’s contribution was the
artists’ address lists and image requests, which were published first by ourselves in regular mailings then by
File Megazine, Toronto. Now it is taken over by Art Diary. Mass communication led to new formats – jiffy
printing, self-publishing, mail art, super-8 film, video and television. Through connections like the Image Bank
artists were invited to the newly formed artist-run centres. Artist-run centres function today as the “Kunsthalle”.
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Vincent Trasov, Untitled diptych, 2007, chemicals heated on paper and acrylic, 107.5 x 152 cm

HE: And what are you currently working on?

VT: Morris and I are currently working on our endless painting project. That involves the colour bars, currently
installed in the Again and Again and Again exhibition at the Vancouver Art Gallery. We are in the process of
assembling all the colour bar material, from different projects going back to the 1960s, for eventual exhibition
with Reid Shier at Presentation House Gallery. This has also become a didactic project which we hope to
introduce to “Art for Kids”, the project initiated by Gordon Smith. There is also interest shown by Daros
Foundation Latin America, which offers projects for children. Then there is the archive with its potential for
constant reinterpretation for research and exhibition. Last but not least, my individual work in painting and
drawing.

HE: Thanks so much for sharing your thoughts with us Vincent!
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Vincent Trasov: The interview
Kevin Grin
May 22, 2012  •  May 22, 2012  •  7 minute read

I interviewed Vincent Trasov, aka Mr. Peanut, on Thursday before the opening of Vincent Trasov:
Selected Works at Trench Gallery. In addition to the usual wine and beer at the opening, gallerist Craig
Sibley added something special  in honor of Trasov’s persona: peanuts in the shell.

The exhibition continues to Sunday, June 17.

What remains of Mr. Peanut?

The drawings. That’s my favorite medium. I can do those up at the cabin in Babyland* – or wherever I
am. I just need a little space, and pen and paper – that’s about it.

(*Babyland is at Roberts Creek).
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 What’s Mr. Peanut doing in the drawings?

There are different themes – the monumental theme. When I ran for mayor, John Mitchell who ideated
the campaign, said that every great civilization has its monument: The Sphinx in Egypt, the Statue of
Liberty in New York – Vancouver’s had its own Mr. Peanut.

Mr. Peanut has been traveling around to different monuments and ruins. Ruins are quite interesting to
me – the collapse of systems. Living in Berlin in all that time, there was the fall of the wall and the
collapse of the east bloc.

Mr. Peanut day-by-day with Mrs. Peanut. That’s Mrs. Peanut and their child. That’s the Peanut family.

Where is the Mr. Peanut costume?
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That’s in the collection at the Morris and Helen Belkin Gallery. I’m still dealing with all of that historical
material which is out at the Belkin. That’s a very important aspect of my work in Vancouver is working
with Michael (Morris) on the history of all that material. For instance, the Ray Johnson talk* you saw in
Berlin was just one artist in the archive and Michael and my relationship to these artists, the reason why
the material exists, is because of the personal relationship we had with most other artists. That’s very
important.

(*We all dance in John Cage Shoes – Talk about Ray Johnson and John Cage, Aurel Scheibler, Berlin)

The exhibition includes Mr. Peanut in New York by David Rimmer.

David Rimmer was living there at the time in Michael Snow’s studio on Canal Street. He was working on
his particular film projects.

We were coming from NSCAD*in Halifax. Roy Kiyooka at the time had organized, what was it called,
Vancouver Halifax Exchange. We were all invited – this was in ’72 – like Glenn (Lewis) Michael (Morris),
myself, Gathie Falk. We did a few things in conjunction with that and went onto New York. New York
was the first moment when I wore my Peanut costume outdoor during the day. The hat was too small. I
had to redo the hat when I got back. I didn’t have any white gloves.

We went on the Staten Island ferry toward the Statue of Liberty, took part in a dinner at Food restaurant
where we were the cooks – that was Gordon Matta-Clark’s restaurant. (Saw Ray Johnson again) – we’d
met him in Vancouver. He brought all his members of the New York Correspondence School and Fluxus
artists.
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Dave filmed a particular afternoon in Art City – these projects in cities where Mr. Peanut walks down the
street with other artists. We called them Art City project – getting the passers-by to be part of the theatre.
We did Art City in Toronto, San Francisco, Vancouver, Victoria, New York.

That’s 1972 that was the first time I had the Peanut costume on going around town.

(*Nova Scotia College of Art and Design)
The 1974 campaign for Mayor was the last public appearance of Mr. Peanut?

That was the termination of Mr. Peanut. ‘Five years in a nutshell’ – that was the Peanut campaign.

The Vancouver Sun was at a lot of events. They were there at City Hall when I signed in.

After that, I was in Berlin. Whenever a civic election would come up, I would get a call from some
reporter saying: ‘We want to know what Mr. Peanut thinks.’

The Sun ran a story in 1999 (one of many stories about the millennium). I was picked as one of 100 most
influential British Columbians.

It’s funny. The current mayor I was introduced to him a few years ago as Mr. Peanut. He had no idea.

We were thinking at the time it was something that could only have happened in Canada. It couldn’t
happen in the United States – they would think you were really a nutcase.

It was getting toward the end there when Allan Fotheringham* caught on. He was really behind the
whole thing.

(*Allan Fotheringham was a former city columnist for The Vancouver Sun.)

 What’s the animation?

This is my first little work of Mr. Peanut. I did at Intermedia. I was animating Mr. Peanut in the
animation studio of Intermedia. That never worked. I would have had to draw 10,000 drawings for a
proper sequence.
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I said, ‘Why don’t I make a peanut costume? Then I can animate it when I’m dancing.’ That’s how the
peanut costume arose.

Once I got in my shell, I assumed the identity of Mr. Peanut. It wasn’t Vincent Trasov anymore. People
started calling me Mr. Peanut. The name stuck. That’s how I could do my identity change, my research
on identity, adopting the identity of Mr. Peanut. Getting out of my own ego.

It was an empty shell. People could pour their ideas into the empty shell. I was just a vehicle for other
people’s imagination.

When it came to the mayoralty campaign, it was the media that was creative. They put their ideas into
Mr. Peanut for me. They had to treat me seriously because I paid my deposit.

Even people like George Puil and the NDP guy – both of those guys did not take the Mr. Peanut thing in
any humorous manner. They were very uptight about it. Only Art Phillips saw the humorous side of it –
that got him re-elected.

What’s Flammable?

This is my first event that started my career as an artist in ’69 outside the SUB building at UBC. There’s
another thing you couldn’t do nowadays. The anti-terrorist squad down there before you could bat an
eyelash.

I was very turned on by Yves Klein and his process work, his taking acetylene torch and torching his
canvases. I thought I’d get a dump together of 20 flammable objects which was my palette and I ignited
them and invited people to observe that.

What are these?

The copper sulphate drawings. I used a solution of copper sulphate. It’s like going back to being a boy
and writing in invisible ink. You don’t see cooper sulphate until you heat it. Many of what you see along
here, the burned, singed sections and here, that’s all copper sulphate as a ground, on top of that applied
acrylic where there is colour. The browns is the copper sulphate and the blues and greens are acrylic.
That’s been going from the beginning to present.

Do you like burning things?
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I like the risk. The risk of the fire being an element. I was always interested in elements – with fire and
water. Controlling fire. It can be very destructive. That control to make it a creative act rather than a
destructive act was part of the process.

With Flammable, once I lit the match, it was out of control. The works on paper, they’re controlled. I
don’t want to destroy the paper. In these ones,  I’m not using flame – I’m using heat.

What is this called?

One of the Burnt Studies.

The paper is cut out from magazines. I would cut them out in squares and put them in a stack in tinfoil,
maybe 20 or 30 in a stack, into embers, so they would heat slowly like a baked potato, overnight. Not so
that it’s destroyed.

They would come out and I’d be very careful to pick them up and lay them on the board. I’d have to take
water to daub out the ash and bits that I couldn’t save until I got a piece that didn’t have any ash. That
was by daubing with water to get the residue out. Then I could glue them down.

There is always a bit of a ruin aspect to things.

I started doing this type of process on canvas in the late 1960s. The ’70s then was a different time at
Western Front. I was a co-founder and co-director. When Michael and I were there in the ’70s, it was
more collaborative. I didn’t do this kind of work in the ’70s.

When Michael and I went to Berlin in 81 the DADD grant, I got back to doing this process work I did in
the late 60s.

What are the four called?

The four, this is the Boy’s Choir, in different languages. There’ a knaube, garcon, done with process we
talked about. The Boy’s Choir, the idea of a group collaboration.

Have these works been shown before in Vancouver?

Except for the drawings, not in Vancouver. I think some of this work was shown back when at the
Vancouver Art Gallery, when would it have been, ’86. So maybe a few of these works were shown in ’86.
People haven’t really seen much work of mine – having lived in Berlin.  Some Mr. Peanut drawings were
shown at Tracey Lawrence Gallery in 2004.

Follow me on Twitter: @CultureSeen

 -30-
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Once I got in my shell, I assumed the identity of Mr. Peanut. It wasn’t Vincent Trasov anymore. People
started calling me Mr. Peanut. The name stuck. That’s how I could do my identity change, my research
on identity, adopting the identity of Mr. Peanut. Getting out of my own ego.

It was an empty shell. People could pour their ideas into the empty shell. I was just a vehicle for other
people’s imagination.

When it came to the mayoralty campaign, it was the media that was creative. They put their ideas into
Mr. Peanut for me. They had to treat me seriously because I paid my deposit.

Even people like George Puil and the NDP guy – both of those guys did not take the Mr. Peanut thing in
any humorous manner. They were very uptight about it. Only Art Phillips saw the humorous side of it –
that got him re-elected.
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This is my first event that started my career as an artist in ’69 outside the SUB building at UBC. There’s
another thing you couldn’t do nowadays. The anti-terrorist squad down there before you could bat an
eyelash.

I was very turned on by Yves Klein and his process work, his taking acetylene torch and torching his
canvases. I thought I’d get a dump together of 20 flammable objects which was my palette and I ignited
them and invited people to observe that.

What are these?

The copper sulphate drawings. I used a solution of copper sulphate. It’s like going back to being a boy
and writing in invisible ink. You don’t see cooper sulphate until you heat it. Many of what you see along
here, the burned, singed sections and here, that’s all copper sulphate as a ground, on top of that applied
acrylic where there is colour. The browns is the copper sulphate and the blues and greens are acrylic.
That’s been going from the beginning to present.
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by Vincent Bonin

In 1967, Jack Chambers of London, Ontario, received a letter from the National Gallery of Canada informing him that its

sta� was beginning to assemble a bank of two thousand slides on Canadian art and asking for his permission to reproduce

the image of one of his works.

He was noti�ed that in the absence of a response, the institution would go forward without his authorization. Chambers

expressed his refusal to collaborate with the gallery and sent a copy of his response to 130 Canadian artists.1 Following

this dispute, he founded Canadian Artists Representation (CARFAC), whose demands were related mainly to the

implementation of fair policies with regard to intellectual property. Sharing the aim of improving their economic

conditions, some artists of Chambers’s generation articulated a di�erent point of view on the notion of authorship and

technical reproducibility. To make up for the absence of communications tools among their peers, they designed a

platform for the exchange and dissemination of images through a non-market economy. This network began to take o�

with the emergence of the �rst artist-run centres, which also acted as information vehicles while short-circuiting the

The magazine aims to identify and examine photographic practices that share the ground with contemporary art processes,
new image technologies and matters related to global culture.
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mediators’ (curators, critics) and institutions’ (commercial galleries, museums) legitimization mechanisms. Like the story

behind the foundation of CARFAC, this group project found its point of origin in an individual experience.

When they founded Image Bank in Vancouver in 1969, Morris and Vincent

Trasov2 hoped to evade the grip of commercial rights holders on the visual

culture of the 1950s and 1960s.

In the mid-1960s, Michael Morris was producing collages using content from copies of the American magazine Life. When

they founded Image Bank in Vancouver in 1969, Morris and Vincent Trasov2 hoped to evade the grip of commercial rights

holders on the visual culture of the 1950s and 1960s.3 Their project absorbed a number of the strategies used historical

avant-gardes (Dada in particular) and Fluxus, but Ray Johnson was their main in�uence.4 Since 1962, Johnson had been

sending collages to a group of peers, with the instruction to make changes to the missives and pass them on. He then

created the New York Correspondance [sic] School with the purpose of giving form, both �ctive and e�ective, to the

methods of collaboration that he was encouraging. In an analogous way, Image Bank diverted the postal system as an ad

hoc tool in order to crystallize a space of exchange beyond the range of the art �eld and media hegemony. 5 The tacit rule

of cancelling out any intellectual property also encouraged the appropriation of statements made by others and multiplied

role playing (use of pseudonyms, etc.).6

In 1970, Image Bank distributed an announcement with its �rst list of image requests. This was accompanied by a

reproduction of a photograph of Nancy Berg, a 1950s model, decked out with the title “Image of the Month.”7

The following year, Image Bank asked correspondents in the network to send postcards for an exhibition organized by

Alvin Balkin at the University of British Columbia Fine Arts Gallery in Vancouver. An edition of eighty postcards was

published.

In 1972, Image Bank published a �rst version of an exhaustive alphabetical list of individuals listed, which conferred a

tangible contour on the community of correspondents.8 This tool also included a selection of images gathered as a result

of the requests. Its circulation snowballed, extending the network. As a corollary, the documentary mass of the Image

Bank archive grew exponentially.

With its Cultural Ecology Project (1972), the collective asked correspondents in the network to send “piss pics” (images of

urine) to the American critic Barbara Rrose (the modi�ed spelling of her name is reminiscent of Rrose Sélavy, Marcel

Duchamp’s alter ego). Predictably, certain recipients quoted Duchamp’s work and references to art history (manekenpis) in

their responses. Others sent pornographic or scatological material that that tested the impermeability of the postal system

as a tool of parallel communication.

In contrast, the conservatism of another generation was studied by a project also produced in 1972. This time, Image Bank

formulated the following instructions: “Inventors of today, prepare now for tomorrow: take a look at the future. Send your

image of 1984 to Image Bank.” Taken from a variety of sources of the 1950s and 1960s – Life, Popular Science, and others –

the images received evoked obsolete representations of progress and technology while highlighting the desires and fears

of the period. Subsequently, these constellations of communal spaces became fertile ground for various collaborations

within the network. Through a series of science �ction stories in the form of performances and spin-o� products, General

Idea of Toronto dreamed up a building whose construction was delayed until 1984. With its Time Capsule, the Californian

collective Ant Farm stockpiled representative foods and medications of 1972 in a refrigerator sealed until 1984 (and �nally

opened in 2002).

In 1973, Glenn Lewis requisitioned everyday objects, various assemblages, and other objects. Presented in transparent

display cases (each attributed by the participants to a year between 1620 and 1984), the missives received formed the

structure titled Great Wall of 1984 at the National Research Council Library in Ottawa.9

The notion of counter-public is generally associated with discursive spaces inhabited by subordinate groups. Michael

Warner speci�es, however, that these groups absorb the protocols of hegemonic institutions when they create their own

communication vehicles.10 In shaping such tools, Image Bank and General Idea extended their recycling enterprise to the

logic of mechanisms that circulated information in capitalist society in the 1970s.11
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The set of strategies employed by these collectives to administer the �ow of correspondence represents a parody and

reversal of existing bureaucratic structures (postal system, commercial image banks). Morris and Trasov considered the

documents accumulated as a result of their exchanges to be symbolic capital that they could reinvest. In 1972, the

summary of Image Bank’s activities since it was created took the form of an annual report.12 Like many collaborators

(Dana Atchley, General Idea, Ant Farm, etc.), Trasov and Morris produced logos, a currency, letterhead, and stamps.

During the same period, General Idea appropriated the graphic template of Life to design the magazine File, the early

issues of which distributed Image Bank’s lists.

The period between 1971 and 1974 was the heyday of these collaborative projects. In 1974, Willoughby Sharp, Lowell

Darling, General Idea, and Image Bank organized the event Decca Dance: Art’s Birthday in Hollywood, California. The awards

ceremony was a pretext for bringing together the individuals and artists’ collectives who had been communicating through

the mail. It also marked the dissolution of this community as a counter-public.

In 1975, with the number of participants increasing, most of the members no longer responded regularly to missives.

During this breathless period, Time Incorporated took the General Idea collective to court for illicit use of Life’s graphic

template. In 1977, Image Bank presented its second exhibition of postcards and received a legal threat from an American

company with the same name. These two lawsuits were explained by the media visibility enjoyed by the artists, who had

become important players in the contemporary-art �eld. Unlike General Idea, which won its trial and published File until

1989, Image Bank backed down and adopted the name Morris/Trasov archive.13 The two artists considered their archive a

work in evolution. Since the end of the 1960s, they had systematically preserved all the correspondence from their peers

and formed a collection of publications on avant-garde movements after 1945. In 1974, they tried to inventory the content

of this corpus using �les similar to those that had enabled them to collect image requests.

After doing intensive cataloguing work during the 1990s, Morris and Trasov turned their archive over to the Morris and

Helen Belkin Gallery in Vancouver. As Jacques Derrida notes, the acquisition of a private archive by an institution seals its

dependency on the name of an individual or corporation.14 This signi�er absorbs the “archives of others.” The bringing

together of a number of interdependent corpuses, however, foils this domiciliation. What is created is a compromise

structure among documents that are of varied provenances but linked by contiguous processes. The General Idea

archive15 thus includes correspondence sent by Image Bank, while the Morris/Trasov archive contains missives received

from General Idea. These two halves of an exchange have been brought together after the fact by researchers in the

interstice between the address of their recipients and those of the institutions that are now their repositories. Like the

image bank, this collage represents an unsituable discursive construction. By permitting these third parties to propose

other accounts beyond the closing of their corpuses, the artists still recognize the conceptual dimension of the project

within its material spin-o�s. 

Translated by Käthe Roth

The Marcel Duchamp Fan Club: Cultural Ecology Project. Please send Piss Pics for Barbara Rrose, 1972, Morris / Trasov

Archive. Photo: Guy L’Heureux, avec la permission de / courtesy of Galerie Leonard & Bina Ellen, Université Concordia.

1 This event was discussed by Susan Alter Tateshi in “The House that Jack Built: Fifteen Years Later,” Carfac News, vol. 10, no.2 (Summer 1985), 2–3. 

2 Up to 1972, Gary Lee Nova was also involved in the Image Bank’s activities.

3  Their name refers to occurrences of the motif of the image bank in books by Claude Lévi-Strauss and William S. Burroughs.

4 In 1970, Image Bank participated in the exhibition of the New York Correspondance [sic] School at the Whitney Museum of American Art.

Concerned with establishing genealogies, some historians placed their work in the category of postal art. Yet Morris and Trasov (as well as Ray

Johnson) rejected this movement, which they felt had been constructed after the fact by critics.

5 A close collaborator of Image Bank, Glenn Lewis created New York Corres Ponge Dance School of Vancouver, an informal cooperative structure

modelled on Johnson’s New York Correspondance School, in 1970.

6 Vincent Trasov adopted the identity Mr. Peanut Planters, while Michael Morris used the pseudonyms Marcel Idea and Marcel Dot to correspond

with his peers. This role play simultaneously extended to all members of the network.

7 For exhaustive accounts of the activities of Image Bank between 1969 and 1977, see Scott Watson (ed.), Hand of the Spirit: Documents of the

Seventies from the Morris/Trasov Archive (Vancouver: UBC Fine Arts Gallery, 1992), and Luis Jacob (ed.), Golden Streams: Artists Collaborations and

Exchange in the 1970s (Mississauga: Blackwood Gallery, University of Toronto at Mississauga, 2002).

8 International Image Exchange Directory (Vancouver: Talonbooks, 1972).

9 Aside from correspondence with peers, Image Bank took on a major research project on the limitations of formalist painting. During summer

retreats in the countryside between 1972 and 1974, Morris and Trasov reproduced the entire colour spectrum on planks of wood in the format of

commercial paint chips. Multiple con�gurations of these artefacts were then photographed and �lmed in di�erent landscapes, where they act as a

cultural marker within a natural environment.
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10 See Michael Warner, Publics and Counterpublics (New York: Zone Books, 2002).

11 I organized a three-part interdisciplinary project that investigated these questions, Protocoles documentaires, at the Leonard and Bina Ellen Gallery

in Montreal. These exhibitions took place in 2007 and 2008. The publication will appear in 2009. For more information, see the gallery’s Web site:

http://ellengallery.concordia.ca. See also AA Bronson, “The Humiliation of the Bureaucrat: Artists-Run Centers as Museums by Artists,” in AA Bronson

and Peggy Gale (eds.), Museums by Artists (Toronto: Art Metropole, 1983), pp. 29–37.

12 Image Bank Annual Report (Intermedia Press, 1972).

13 Vincent Trasov and Michael Morris moved to Berlin in 1981.

14 Derrida chose as an example of such domiciliation of archives the transformation of Freud’s last home into a museum. See Jacques Derrida, Mal

d’archives: une impression freudienne (Paris: Galilée, 1995), p. 13.

15 The General Idea archive and the Art Metropole collection are preserved at the National Gallery of Canada in Ottawa.

Vincent Bonin is an artist and an independent curator. He lives and works in Montreal. Between 2001 and 2007, he was archivist

for the Daniel Langlois Foundation for Art, Science and Technology. Recently, he mounted a two-part exhibition titled

Documentary Protocols for the Leonard and Bina Ellen Gallery of Concordia University (Montreal).

This text is reproduced with the author’s permission. © Vincent Bonin.
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PERFORMING THE ARCHIVE  

by Vincent Trasov (Berlin/ Vancouver) 

The Great Learning 
Origin of the hand of the spirit and the shark-fin bathing cap 

Morris/Trasov Archive:  

HISTORY 

Founded in 1969 by Michael Morris and Vincent Trasov the Image Bank helped facilitate the exchange of ideas,
images and information between artists through the use of the postal system. Image Bank compiled and printed
address and image request lists that were sent to participants through the mail creating an open ended
decentralized method of networking. The possibilities inherent in this kind of activity are limited only by the
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imagination, so it is not hard to draw parallels between the pioneering work of the Image Bank with mail art and the
later development of email and internet. As the Image Bank acted as both a clearing house and depository Morris
and Trasov realized the importance of creating an archive to document and preserve the material accumulated
from their activities. Morris/Trasov Archive was created in 1990. It is housed at Morris and Helen Belkin Gallery,
UBC Vancouver. 

PERFORMANCE 

Since the inception of the archive in 1990 Morris and Trasov have pondered the creation of a database that would
link all the items by a common thread. While at The Banff Centre as mentors for a residency on the future of idea
art in autumn 2006, Morris and Trasov proposed a creative approach to the problem of creating a database that
could complement and expand upon a formal database established by librarian and archivist. Derrida and Foucault,
as well as many other humanists and social scientists have made creative and theoretical formulations about the
archive and initiated a broadly interdisciplinary approach to the nature of the archive, its functions and its fate.
Morris and Trasov propose to perform the archive by taking items and linking them to others, reworking and
channelling them into a narrative which in turn would allow for new conclusions and further elaborations beyond
their accession numbers and descriptions in the database. The performance is a media event involving the
presence of the artists using a combination of items from the archive with a DVD presentation, demonstration and
narrative. 

“The Great Learning” was performed by Morris and Trasov at Western Front Society, Vancouver, October 20, 2007
as part of the LIVE Performance Art Biennale, a two week festival of over 30 performances from artists all over the
world.The title is from a piece by Cornelius Cardew, performed at Western Front March 15, 1974. The subtitle of
Morris’ and Trasov’s performance was “the origin of the hand of the spirit and the shark fin bathing cap”. The
performance explored the origins, history and use of the two props, central to exploring the strategies of
intervention and appropriation in the 1970s. It was the premiere performance and the first of many planned for
various venues to promote and expand upon the understanding and accessibility of the Morris/Trasov Archive as
the lifework of the artists. 

www.ccca.ca/trasov/ (http://www.ccca.ca/trasov/) 
www.belkin.ubc.ca (http://www.belkin.ubc.ca) 

Vincent Trasov November 2007
whitehot gallery images, click a thumbnail. 
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